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gold which tile electric spark contained. The deposit on the first face is 
-~thin~ extraordinary; but, by adonting the exnlanation of the Italian phi/ 
t 1~ o " , J  d r . t , , ,~  
~icien for the spot on the oppos=te surface, we are obliged to admit, that tl~e 
gold dissetninated through the spark has passed, at least in part, along with 
through the whole, thickness of the. .silver. plate w. It  is. mmecessary to
add~ tmt a spark issuing from a ball of copper gives rise to slmtlar phenomena. 
A spark emanating from one metal, and passing through another, does 
not only lose a portion of the molecules with which it was at first charged, 
but it acquires new molecules at the expense of the metal traversed. 
M. Fusinieri even asserts, that, at each passage of the spark, reciprocal 
changes are produced between the two metals present; that when the spark, 
for example, leaves silver to pass to copper, it not only transports a portion 
of the first metal to the second, but that it likewise transports copper to the 
silver[ I will insist no longer, however, on these phenomena; I have cited 
them here only with a view to show that the sparks of our ordinary ma- 
chines contain ponderable matter. 
M. Fusinieri affirms that similar matter exists in lightning, and that in 
~his case also it is in states of minute division, of ignition, and of combus~ 
tiot~. According to him~ this transported matter is the true cause of tile 
~ransient s~lells which thunder occasions when it falls, and also of the pul~ 
verulent deposits which remain round fractures through which the electrical 
matter has forced a passage. In these deposits, which have been too much 
neglected hitherto by observers, M. Fnsinieri has detected metallic iro~, 
iron in different degrees of oxidation, anti sulphur. The ferruginous pots 
left on the walls of houses may be found, when strictly examined, to arise 
from the iron with which the lightning was charged, derived from that which 
occurs in every building; but what is to be said regarding the sulphurous 
spots on these same walls~ and especially the ferruginous marks which are 
fbund on trees struck with lightning in the open fields ? M. Fusinieri con- 
ceives himself authorized to infer fi'om these experiments, that the atmos- 
phere contains, at every height, or at least as far ~as the region of stormy 
clouds, ivon~ sulphur, and other substances, on the nature of which chemi- 
cal analysis has been hitherto silent; that the electrical spark is charged 
wittt them and that it carries them to the surface of the earth, where they 
form attenuated deposits round the points struck with the lightning. 
This new method of regarding electrical phenomena, ssuredly deserves 
to be tbllowed up with that accuracy which is suited to the present state of 
science. Every one who witnesses a stroke of lightning, would perform a 
very useful se,.-vice by carefully collecting tile black or coloured matter 
which the electrical fluid seems to deposit, at all those stages of its progress 
where it undergoes udden changes of velocity. A careful chemical analy- 
sis of these deposits may lead to unexpected discoveries of high importance. 
Mag, Pop. Science, 
~ain in a perfectly Clear Sky. By M. Aaxao. 
There are some extraordinary phenomena, concerning which science pos- 
sesses but few observations; and for the reason, that those who have had 
the opportunity of witnessing them avoid describing them, from an appre- 
hension that they might be regarded as undiscerning visionaries. In tile 
number of these phenomena we may rank certain rains of the equinoctial 
regions. 
Sometimes it rains between the tropics when the atmosphere is perfectly 
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pure, and the sky of the most beautiful azure! The drops are not very 
numerous~ but they are larger than the greatest rain-drops in our climates. 
The fact is certain; we have the evidence of M. yon Humbolt hat he ha~ 
observed the occurrence in the interior of continents, and Captain Beeehey 
states that he has witnessed it in the open sea. With regard to the circum. 
stances on which such a singular precipitation of water depends we are 
entirely ignorant. In Europe we sometimes ee during the day~ in cold 
and perfectly clear weather~ small crystals of ice falling slowly from the 
air, their size increasing with every particle of humidity they congeal ia 
their passage. Does not this approximation put us in the way of obtaining 
the desired explanation? Have not the large rain-drops been at firsL in 
the higher regions of the atmosphere, small particles of ice excessively cold; 
then have they not become, as they descended, large ice-flakes by means of 
accumulation; and when lower still, have they not melted into drops of 
water.~ It will be readily understood that the only object with which 
"these conjectures are brou~ght forward in this place is, to show in what 
point of view the phenomenon may be studied, and to stimulate our young 
travellers, in particular, to observe carefully if, during these singular ains~ 
the region of the sky h'om which they fall presents any traces of halo. I f  
such traces are perceived, however slight they may be, the existence of 
crystals of ice in the higher regions of the air would be demonstrated. 
In the present day there is scarcely any country where meteorologists 
are not to be found, but it must be confessed that their observations are 
usually made at hours selected without proper discernment, and with in- 
struments either inaccurate in themselves, or improperly placed. It does 
not now appear difficult to deduce the mean temperature ot" the day from 
observations made at any hour; thus a meteorological table, whatever may 
be the hours of observation in it, may be possessed of value, by the mere 
condition that the instruments employed will admit of comparison with a 
standard barometer and thermometer. Ibid. 
On the Time of ~Rotatlon fJupiter. By F. G. AiaY~ Esq., ~stronomer 
Royal 
Kepler inferred, from a presumed connexion between the time of the 
rotation and that of its first satellite, that Jupiter's time of rotation was less 
than ~4 hours. Cassina was led t'rom his own observations in 1664-5 to 
eonclude that it was less than 14 hours. Subsequent observations in 1665 
led him to the time of 9h 56m 0s. This is the period adopted by Laplace~ 
and all subsequent writers. 
In December, 1834, Professor Airy took advantage of one of the two re- 
markably black and well defined spots which appeared near the lower belt 
of the planet, to make a series of observations, with a view to the deter- 
mination of the period of Jupiter's rotation with greater accuracy. These 
observations extend over the period from December 16th to March 19th 
h~ilowing: and from them~ by methods which he details, be finds that the 
true period corresponding to them is 9h 55m ~l.Ss, mean solar time. 
This close approach ( differing only 38.7 seconds) to the period determin- 
ed by Cassini, will seem remarkable nough to those who estimate by 
numerical difi~rences the degree of approximation, without considering the 
unit by which those differences are meas,lred: but to those who are accus- 
tomed to look upon an inquiry ia all its details~ and under careful mathe- 
